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I. Introduction

In this brief presentation I thought
it would be of value to do two things: first,
give some histo+y of the efforts to develop
beam-cooling ideas and, second, present ele
mentary and simplified descriptions of the two
successful methods of cooling.

It is my hope that you will find the
history of interest, for through it one can
see the development of the realization of the
limits on devices in the absence of cooling
and, then, the various unsuccessful attempts
to develop cooling which, in due course,cul
minated in the effective proposals of electron
cooling and stochastic cooling.

It is my further hope that some of you,
at least, will find useful an over-simplified
description of the two cooling techniques. In
particular, I think that two simple formulas,
summarizing the primary dependence upon param
eters, are quite useful in delineating the con
ditions required for cooling.

II. History

With the development of fixed-field
alternating-gradient accelerators and the con
cept of rf stacking it became possible,l for
the first time, to seriously consider
colliding-beam devices. 2 (The idea goes back
to Wideroe, but earlier there was no means
proposed to achieve an interesting luminosity.)
It was immediately pointed out by E. Wigner
that Liouville's theorem imposed a limit upon
performance, but the MURA Group concluded that
other limits were, in practice, more severe.

In the very first paper proposing a
storage ring, by G. K. O'Neill, a crucial part
of the proposal was the use of tapered foils
to provide a non-Liouvillian injection
mechanism. 3 (As a historical footnote, the
storage ring idea--without the use of foils-
was independently conceived by W. Brobeck and
by D. Lichtenberg, R. Newton, and M. Ross.)

Immediately, the MURA Grou~ ~et to
work to study the effect of foils. - They
were able to show that the non-Liouvillian
character of even an "ideal" foil is small;
that is, the relative reduction in phase vol
ume is just twice the relative reduction in
longitudinal momentum. 6 Thus a foil which
would significantly reduce phase volume must
significantly change particle energy (which
could, of course, be resupplied by an rf
cavity). However, because of the small phase
volume reduction by an "ideal" foil, scat
tering by a real foil would more than cancel
the reduction in phase volume. (As a second
historical footnote, it is interesting that
the formulas for foil damping are the same as
those for radiation damping of electrons. See
H. G. Hereward, Brookhaven Symposium 1961, p.
222; with a comment by K. R. Symon.)

The work on foils showed that although
a foil is non-Liouvillian, it is almost
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Liouvillian. However, a wedged foil was effec
tive at interchanging radial and longitudinal
phase space (which is why it superficially
looked attractive). This is an interesting
possibility in its own right. It had been pro
posed by L. Smith that cavities with electric
fields which varied with radius might also
have this capability, but N. Francis at MURA
proved this not to be the case. 7

Stimulated by these considerations and
more particularly by the desire to develop a
mathematical technique for handling self-field
phenomena, R. L. Mills and I examined, in 1958,
the limits of applicability of Liouville's
theorem to particle beams. In this discussion
we identified the need for neglect of small
angle collisions (which is employed in electron
cooling) and the neglect of fluctuation
phenomena (which is employed in stochastic
cooling). Neither of us, however, had the
slightest idea of how to circumvent the
theorem.

In 1966, Budker introduced the idea of
electron cooling, giving G. K. o'Neill credit
for independent discovery of the concept. 9
In 1968, S. vander Meer conceived of stochastic
cooling, although he did not write the work up
until 1972. 10

Now, in this brief review I have
neglected to mention very much more work which
provided the background against which were dis
covered the two successful concepts for
cooling. In particular, mention must be made
of the studies of radiation damping which pro
vided much insight into cooling. ll

III. Electron Cooling

The idea is, simply, to couple the
proton beam, in a frame moving with the average
longitudinal speed of the protons, to some
thing with less transverse and less longitud
inal energy (or roughly speaking temperature).
Then by simple thermodynamics, one must have
a cooling of the protons.

If the coupling is to a system which
interchanges energy in the various degrees of
freedom then one runs the risk that the
"infinite" reservoir of longitudinal energy is
coupled into the transverse motion or the
longitudinal spread in motion. An example of
this is the resistive wall instability where
the wall resistance takes energy out of the
average longitudinal motion while, at the
same time, it transfers energy from the
longitudinal to the transverse motion at an
even higher rate and hence there is a net loss
(in terms of cooling) .

In plasma physics there are well-known
formulas for exchange of energy amongst plasma
components. From any standard text one may
obtain for the non-relativistic regime, in the
frame of average proton speed,

3M m (kT *T* = P e _p_ +
eq 8 (2 7T )!:2 n *ee4 10g1\ Mp



The inclusion of many complicating
features, such as a strong longitudinal mag
netic field, have been considered in recent
years. Also, careful theoretical treatments
have been given employing distribution func
tions. You will be hearing about this later in
the Workshop. Finally, I want to emphasize the
very extensive experimental work, leading to a
demonstration of the practicality of this con
cept, which has been carried out at
Novosibirsk.

Thus one can see, especially for the
cooling of betatron amplitudes, the strong,
dependence upon y, namely as yS. For damping
of longitudinal phase space the y dependence is
weaker. Also, of course, one wants a high
electron current so as to decrease Teq •

An alternative--and very simple-
derivation of Eq. (2) may be obtained by con
sidering elementary collisions between elec
trons and protons, but that is, of course, the
basis for the quoted Eq. (l).
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Clearly, tlSc is close to the bandwidth W,
while the numerical factor comes from a more
careful definition of the characteristic time.

Thus, if the correction is made once per
revolution a characteristic time is
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n = 2rrR

A measure of the beam spread is
n

x 2 = 1:. ~ x. 2 ,
n LJ l.

i=l
since although the sample of n-particles has a
non-zero centroid X, the centroid of all N
particles is zero. It is easy to compute that
after the corrector, ,XT changes to

As in the case of electron cooling,
much theoretical and experimental work has
been done beyond that leading to Eq. (3). In
particular, a great deal of experimental work,
demonstrating the practicality of the concept,
has been done on the ISR at CERN.

Suppose the corrector changes each particle
position xi to Xi - gx where g is the gain of
the system.

particles in the sample, and the centroid of
this group will be

where N is the total number of beam
A finite signal-to-noise ratio, lin, modifies
the factor of g2 to g2 (1 + n).

We may readily derive a formula for
stochastic damping, by employing a simplistic
model, which is very close to Eq. (3). Sup
pose the pick-up is of length t, in a ring of
radius R, containing N particles. Then there
will be

moving frame

density of electrons,

proton temperature (kT = 112M V* 2),
p pJ..

electron temperature,

e

10gA involves the Debye length,

T*eq = equilibration time.

Assuming T*p dominates T*e (very cold electron
beam), one obtains for Teq in the laboratory:

13*3 2
T ~ Y (2)
eq 200 r r n c

e p e

where r e abd r p are the classic electron and
proton radii, ne is the electron density in the
laboratory, and S* is the proton velocity (in
units of c) in the moving frame. The factor of
y2 is from transformation of n*e and T*eq. For
transverse temperature 13* = Y8lab, where 81ab
is the angle of deviation of a proton from the
average (or electron) direction. For a proton
with a longitudinal deviation in momentum
13* :: llp/p.

IV. Stochastic Cooling

This technique employs the fluctuations
in a beam of a finite number of particles to
provide the cooling. The mean lateral position
position, X, of a section of the beam is sensed
by a system with gain, g, and bandwidth, W. At
some other point of the ring a correcting
signal is applied to the beam so as to reducex. The correcting section is placed close
enough to the pick-up station so that most of
the particles detected by the pick-up are in
the sample that is affected by the correcting
element. The process can be repeated, effec
tively, if on subsequent passages through the
pick-up, different particles are in the sample.
In short, one wants little spread in particle
transit time between pick-up and corrector
(compared to l/W) and a large spread in transit
times between different encounters of the pick
up (compared to l/W). In this case,

where all quantities are in the
and

T*
p

T*
e

*n
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APPENDIX

The paper is complete without the fol
lowing Appendix material which consists of
the transparencies shown at the Workshop
(the marked parts were read aloud). They
are included here to provide the reader
with some appreciation for the spirit and
character of the Workshop.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

J l Attainment of Very High Energy by Means
.. 'i of .Intersecting Beams of Particles

D. w. KU-ST,· F. T. Cou.t n. R. ('nsF-.f I•. w. JO~T~,t I•. J.
USLETT,t T. OJlI\AWA,1I A. ~1. St:"~U:R.' K. R. SntOs,"

K. M. TUWILU(a:a,: ,,~"'O l\ns VOGT XILCi£Stt

J/iJ14.'t'sltTfI r"irt"rsitics R,uw,d• ... sJ,>rinli,.".U ['"it'trsiI.Y .
ttf JIli"MS, CJIIJlltpai.". //Ii"MS
(R~ti\'td J311lJ3ry 2.~. 1956)

I N planning an'clc-rutors of hi~h~r and highrr en..ft,~·,
it is wdl :tppredated that the cllcrty which will

be a\'ailahlc for illtrrartitms in the ccnll'r-of-mass
coordinate s),stem will incre;tse only as the square root

of the energy of the accelerator. The possibility of
producing interactions in stationary coordinates b).
directing beams against each other has often been
considered, but the intensities of beams 10 far avai1ab~
have made the idea impractical. Fixed-field ahematinc
gradient accelerators' offer the possibility of obt&ioinc
sufficiently intense beams so that it may DOw bt
reasonable to reconsider directing t,,·o beams of
approximately equal energy at each other. In this
circumstance, two 2t.6-Bev accelerators are equivalent
to one machine of 1000 Bev.

The two fixed-field alten1&ting-gradient aCl-elerators
could be arranged so that their high-energy beams
circulate in opposite directions o\'er a common path in
• straight ~ction which is common to the t,,-o accele
rators, as sho"'n in Fig. 1. The reaction yield is propor
tional to the product or the number of particles which
can be accumulated in each machine. As an example,
suppose we want 10' interactions per second from
100Bev beams passing through a target volume 100 em
long and 1 em! in cross section. Using 5X 10-" emt for
the nucleon interaction cross section, "'e find that we
need 5X 1014 particles circulating in machines of
radius IOC em.

There is a background from the residual gas propor
tional to the number of particles accelerated. \\·ith
10-4 mm nilrogen gas, ..-e would ha\'e 15 times as
man)' encounters with nitrogen nucleons ill the talJet
volume as we would ha\'e ,,·ith beam protons. Since
the products of the collisions "'ith gas nuclei ..ill be in
a moving coordinate system, the)' ,,-ill be largely
confined to the orbital plane. )Ian)' of the desired ,..,
interaction products would come out at large angles to
the orbital plane since their centcr of mass need DOt
have hi~h speed in the beam direction, tHUS helpmc
to avoid hackground effects.

~lu1tiple scattering at lo-t mm pressure is not
troublt"some above one Bev; but Leam life is limited
by nuclear interaction "'ith residual gas to --1300
seconds. Consequently, in about 1000 seconds the high
energy beam of 5X IOU particles must be e-stablishrd
in each accelerator. The fixed-field n3.tur~ of the accel
erator atlo"'s it to contain beams of different energy
simultaneously. It may be possible to obtain this high
beam current in this time by using --lOS successive
frequency modulation C)'des of radio-frequency accel
~ration, f'ach cycle brin~ing up 5X 1011 particles. It is
~ncoura~in~ to learn that Alvarez and Crawford:
succt't'1Jed in building up a ring of protons by succes
sivel)' hringing up severnI groups of IJarlic1es to the
S3.me (ma' energy by frequenc)' modulation in the 184
in. HerS-l'1f'Y cyclotron.

The numher of paTlide groups which may be sue·
l'cssivdy accelerated without':'leacliug to eXl'('ssive beam
spread loan be estimnlcd l,~' me:tllS of Liouville"s
lhc()r~m.a One can Tcaliil)' cOllvince himst"lf that thr~

is a()c<iua1t: pha~e space at high energy to accommodate
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f1QI
A

FIG. I. The tarcet strai~t leCtion. B and A can be adjacent
or CIOna'ntric fixed-fidel altemating-rradient acnleraton.

, the necessary number, N, of particle groups. Assume
for simplicity that synchrotron and betatron phase
space are separately conserved, so that for the former

(liP)/(AS)r= N (lip). (4S).,

where AS and lip art the arc Itngth and momentum
spread at injection and final energy. Then, employing
the fact that P__RH-l, "..here R is the radius and i is
the field index, one obtains

Using typical numbers such as

(1//,.)--100, i--loo, R~.S em,
R--I04 em, (AEt/&)-.,lo-a,

~91

one finds that there is room for N-.,IO' frequency
modulation cycl~.

The betatron phase space available is so large that
it cannot be filled in one turn by the type of injectors
u~ in the past "'hich can inject 1011 particles. Thus
there is the possibility of attaining and exceeding the
yield used for this example b)' improving injection.

f
The more difficult problem of whether one can, in

fact, use all of the synchrotron and betatron phase
.. space depends in detail upon the dynamics of the

proposed scheme and this is presently under study.

• Un.ivrrsit)" of lIlinois, tTrbana, Illinois.
t State {jni\"tnity of lo\\'a, Iowa City, Iowa.

I
Unh·tu.it)" of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Iowa Slate College, Ames, Iow:l.
l'ni\'trsit)· of Tokyo, Tok)·o. Japan .

• The Ohio Statf> l"rU\'ersit)', Columhus. Ohio.
•• Unh't'rsity of Wi!'Consin. 1\1:ulil'on. Wiscon!~in.

It Nonu'l--lal1 In!'titllte or T,,'cJU101,,~y, Trondllcim, Norway.
: Supportt"d lIy tllt" ~ati(lll:ll ~:i~n(t' Foundalion.

, Atith R. ~}·",on. Phys. Rc\·. tiS, 1152(.\) (11),,5); I.. W. Jones
t! (J/., J'hys. Rn·, 9S, 11 S.~(.\) (111:'5); K. ~1. Tc:rwilli~l'r II dl.,
I·hy~. Rt\·. 9S. 115,~ (.-\.) (1l)5~); U. W. t-: erst tt al., Ph)'l. Rev. 98,
1153(.-\) (t9~5).

114. AJ\':Ht"~ nnJ .... S. Cmwrmcl. I'ri\'att cummunkation.
'J •\\"t art' illddllt·d to I'rnCl'S!'>4.r E. \\'i"ncr who pointed out to
1 us the importanet: or this consiJe.-ration.
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.0118 LETTERS TO TilE EDITOR

Storage-Ring Synchrotron: Device for
High-Energy Physics Research·

C.:Ua.D K. O'NEILL

1',iN(.do,. l.'.if1e'nt" P,;'.ulo", I.,.", J.se1
(Received AprillJ, 1956; revised versioD rcceh..cd April 23. 1956)

A s accelerators of higher and hi~her energy are
built, their usdulness is limited by the fact that

the energy available for creating new particles is that
measured in the center-of-mass sy!;tem of the target
nucleon and the bombarding particle. In the relativistic
limit, this energy rises only as the square root of the
accelerator energy. However. if two partid~ of equal
ener~y travelin~ in opposite directions ('ould be ma.cle to
collide. the avai1:lble energy would be twice the "'hole
eneq::)' of one partide. Krrst. among others. has
emphasized the advantages to be gained from such an
arrangement, and in particular of buil\.ling two fixed
field altematinl( gradient (FFAG) accelerators with
beams interacting in a common straight section.

It is the purpose of this note to point out that it 1
may be possible to obtain the same advantages with
any accelerator having a strong, well-focused external
beam. Techniques for beam extraction have been
developed by l)iccioni and Ridgway for the Cosmotron•.
and by Crewe and LeCouteur for 10"'er energy cyclo
trons.

In the scheme proposed here (see Fig. 1). two
CCstorage rings," focusing magnets containing ~traight

sections one of which is common to both rings, are built
near the aCl'clerator. These ma~nets are of solid iron
and simple shape, operating at a high fixed field. and
so can be much smaller than that of the accelerator at
which th~y are used.' The full-energy beam of the ,
accelerator is brought out at the peak of each magnet J
cycle. focused. and bent so that beams from alternate
magnet cycles enter intlector sections on each of the
storage rings. In order to prevent the beams striking
the infiectors on subsequent turns, each ring contains

a: 'I'Y ••"IAI._IAL " ••,••, s.c,'"
a: ., ••Y.~."'y.~l-" .,....., Me,...

A

A

"10. 1. Plan view ur particle orhits in n hypothetical arrangement
of stor3Ce f1ngs at a 3·llev protun synchrotron.
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• This work -'as supported b)" The frain. Scientific Tnast
Fund.

I Bet"'ccn the dates of submitting thi, letter and it~ publicatioG,
it has come to the author·s attention that the wic idea of a
ltoral:l'·ru'l~ 5)"llchrotron h:LS al~ OC'C'Urred. at aLout the same
time, to W. ~r. Jhol,eck of the Bcrkele)' accelerator group, and to
D. J.il:btenberc. R. 1'l"wton, and ~1. Ross of the )lURA poup.

\

• set of foils, thick at the outer rddius but thinning to dIect have been carried out on the analog computn. It
zrf6 about one iuch inside the inf1ector radius. 1'he in- was found that the effect ,,·ould be serious unless the
jectcd beam particles lose a few ~Icv in ionization in the initial injection to the storage rings could be vcry pre

~ foils; &0 their t."fJuilihrium orbit radii shrink enous:h to cise. However, calculations "·ere also mnde on a system

~
clear the inncctors after -the firs. t turn. Aftt.T scveral involving a second foil placed at the inner limit of the
turns, the beam l>3rtides have equilibrium orbits at lOQd-n region. This foil would move the particle orbits
radii at or less than the inside edge of the foils. inward as soon as betatron oscillation became serious.
'- The possibiJity exists of storin~ a number of beam and ".'ould then continue reducing the betatron oscilla
pulses in these stora~e rings, since space charge and lion amplitude until the foil itself was rotated out of the
~as scatterin~ cITel'ts are small at hi~h energics~ fare_ median plane. During the long interval (about 0.1 sec
liminary cakulatiolls ha\·e been carried out on a hypo- ond, or 600 ()()() turns) before the next beam pulse. the
thetical set of stora~e rin~ for the 3-He\·, 20 cycle per betatron oscillations .·ould continue to be reduced
S{'('ond Princeton-Pennsylvania proton synchrotron. by a thin hydrogen Utarget" jet also at the radius of the
Since the stora~e rings would be !'imple and almost second foil. The process of orbit shrinkage would stop
entirely passive de,'iccs, their cost ""ould be small ""hen the particles ..·ere captured in stable synchrotron
compared with that of the accelerator itself. It was phase by a )ow-po\\-ef fixed-frequency rf system; the
ntimated that a pair of storage rings operating at reduction in betatron oscillations due to the hydrogen
18000 gauss with a 2 in.X6 in. good-" rf'gion would would continue. The rf system would define an equlib
weigh a total of 1iO tons. The magnet of the synchrotron rium orbit just outside the radius of the h)'drogen jet.
itself ,,·ould weigh 350 tons, and would be of much more • &0 that particles "'hose betatron oscillation amplitudts
complicated laminated transformer iron. In the e\·ent had been reduced to low values would circulate in a
th~lt one could obtain an average current of I micro- h~h-vacuum ttgion, where the mean lifetime for
ampcre from the s}'nchrotron, and an average particle nuclear interactions ,,·ould be long. 'Vhen the moving
lifetime of a few seconds for the stora~e rill~s, there foil returned to assist in the acceptance of tbe next
"..ould be about 1000 strange-particle-producing re- beam pulse, ail particles that had been captured by the
actions per second at each of two beam crossover points, rf in previous pulses would ha\'e small oscillation ampli
for an estimated I.S-millibarn total cross section. The tudei, and so would miss the foil. In this way particles
center-of-mass energy, 7.8 Bev, would be equivalent from many beam bursts could be concentrated in i. small
to thnt of a 31-Be\" conventional accf'lerator. If stor~e region, "'ith very little deviation in energy or position.
rings l'ould be adde-d to the 25-Bcv machines now being The author takes pleasure in acknowled~ing very
buill at Rrookhaven and Geneva, thl'se machines .·ould helpful discussions on this subjf'ct with Dr, ~I. G. "'hite
have cquh'alent energi~ of 1300 lk\", or 1.3 Te,·. and Dr. F. C. Shoemaker. The assistance of Dr. I.I»'1\e

If only one stora~e ring were used, tangential to tM- in setting up problems for the GEDA computer of the
accelerator it~1f, the interaction rate would be rrou('ed Princeton engineering school is also ,'ery gratefully
by a fa("tor S fIJ, where S i:; the average number of acknowledged.
be-am pulses stored in cadI rin~. and J) is the fract ion or
time- the alyrlcrator Learn is at full energy. The inter
action rate would be proportioHal to S! if two storage
rings "'tre USt'd.

I
The advalliage of ~ystem~ invoh'ing ener~y-Ioss foils

is that t hr)' provide an element of irre\"ersibility; with
foils, the area in phase space available to a particle
can he made to decrea!"e with time, This makes it
p05sible to insure that particles once injf'Cted will never
suhscllue-ntly strike the injcctor, no maUt=r how long
they m:lY cirl'ulate in the ~torage ring. J'reliminary work
with a stabili1.e-d cll~ctronic analog computer indicntes
that foils rna)' al~ allow the stahle and irreversible
capture of roughly half of the circulating particles b}' a
fixed-frequCIll"Y rf sys(('m,' which in turn rna)' allow the
~toragt·of a large llumlJcr of Leam l'ulSl's in eal"h st(\ra~e

rill~. Jt appear.; th~t a thin hy<1rvgt'n jet insilIe the
f'quilihrium orbit o(a conventional 5ynl'hrntron would,
ill some rll('r~)' rangeg, n'dul'c Jadial h<:tatr\m o5rilla
tion~ l'VCIl wht'n !'cat h'rin~ is tall'u into account.

Thl' major ltiniruhit·s in the U~~ of ~tllra~(" ring!' with
foits may n':mh from the amplili,-atioll elf radial betatron
oscillations by tl.c foils. <Ju~lDlit~\th'c cak'uJat ions of this
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Memorandum to :

From:

Topic:

16 ~.,. 1956

Jim Sn1der

A. II. Sessler

Proposed Digital Computer Program
to Study the Coupling or Radial
Betatron OscillatIons; and Synchrotron
OscIllations; In the Presence of
Poils) and Non-slaunched, Non-Radially
Terminating, Leakage Flux and Magnetic
Erreets Absent, R. F. Gaps.*

Motivation: 1) It appears important thet we study
the effects of coupling hetween orbitel motion and
synchrotron oscillations in order to be able to
understend completely such things as R. F. knockout.

2) The Princeton people have mede the important
obaervation that it i. possible to devise systems
which ere non-Liouvil1ian •• far 8S the eccelerated
particles are concerned. This Is readily reconciled
with general theorems or dynamics by notIng that the
proposed scheme. introduce other particles (electrons
in rolla) 10 that the totel phase space 1s atill
conserved, or alternatIvely the .ccelerated particle.
are subject to dIssipative forces. The possibilities
opened up by the observation must be studied, sinee
suecessful use or toila may allow a storage ring to
be substituted for an aecelerator--at a considerable
saving in coat.

3) The separated sector acceleretor has slaunched
cavitiea, and aome of the proposed k. F. 8cheme.
employ cevltiea wh1'eh only extend over pert 01' the
radial aperture. It 1s important to study the eftects
these cavities may engender, but it was felt that
the sImpler problem 1n which these effects were
ignored, should at least be formuleted fIrst. It may

...
I am indebted to Dr. L881ett tor constant
encouragement and support during the writing
of this title.
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Mura Notes/AIlS
7/11/56

On the Non-Liouvilllan Character of Foila

A. M. Sessler

July 11, 1956

Comments

)

I W88 unable toaee Lichtenberg on my yiait of July
10. Symon 88YS Lichtenberg'a results do not agree in
detell wlth those presented here, but lt Is not clear to me
thst we are calculating the same quantIty. Simply to form
• besia for discussion during future visits to Madison I
heve written this material up. With the techniccl group in
two locations, preliminary drafts with 8 high probabilIty of
included errore, seem unfortunately to be essentlel.

Lichtenberg has constructed an ingenious proof~
that tfiln foIls ere almost Liovlllian in cheracter. He
has shown by general erguments that the change 1n total
phase space on per-sege through 8 foil 15 negll£lbly small.
This suthor felt the nced for 8 specific calculation in
order to confirm the general result; es well as to obtain
expliei t formulas for tl..e change Inbetstron, synchrotron,
end tote1 phese spece on traversal of 8 foil. The results
or these calculatIons have been outlined here.

I. Derivetion

The startIng point 1s 8 mathematIcsl characterization
or 8 foil end its effect on the betatron oseillet1on
coordinatos x end p, end on the energy of 8 pert1tle. The
transformation Is gi van In 8 previous memorandum {gJ, but will

Mura lecture of July 2, 1956, soon to be publlohed." ..A Proposed Digitsl Computer Pro~r&m to Study Foils,
etc." -- Memorandum to J. N. Snyder of MAy 16, 1956.
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UODInCATIOU" OF LIOlriVILLEIS THEOR~'M_REQUIREDBY THE PRESENCE

OF DISSIPATIVE FOnCFSo

D. B. T61ehtnnhn,.p:,+ P. !itnhlo,*' nnd K. n. s,mon:
tAldwo:JtfJrn tJnlvor:altln,. Hot1nnrch A:Jl1oclntlon

July 12, 1956

It has recently boon SURR8sted by OtNeill1 thnt high current

densIties miGht be achieved 1n aecolorators by the use or roila

to reduce tho volumo In phnso apnce occupied by a boaM or pnrtlclos.

It i8 tho purpose of thlu noto to oxnmlno undor whRt condItione

such a compresalon of phnso space can occur and whether the effect

Is large enouch to be ot any practical value in accelorators.

The equntlono of motion satisfIed by a particle can be

writton

d dL
IT ()t~

where the Lacrnnclan L includes all forcos dertvable trom a

potentIal, the Ql are the forces due to· the foil and the ql are

tho genoralized coordlnnte8 of the particle.

o Supported by the National Scienco FoundatIon, Orrice or Raval
Rosenrch. Rnd Atomic Enorgy Commission.

+ Indlnnn Un1vcrs1 ty.

*UnIvor51ty ot Pittsburch.

: Un1vcrol ty of \'J18con81n.

1.0. K. O'lJotll, Phys nov 102 1418 (1?~6).
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d. ~ ~
~l" &> r~

P·. - _~H + f'\ ... - - ~~
() \;.

We no. e~ns1der a closed reg10n V In phase space.

(1)

The rate

(2)

()

of change or this volume w11l be equal to the volume integral or
1 ts dl vergence:

dV S d ..~ O· ·- -= TI. Jai. cl.p; ~ l~ .,. ~).
clt ~ 1. (dr~ ~t~

U !ling Eq. (1). Eq. (2) bocomBS

aV ( . dQi
--r:-±::: ) IT. Jt~ J..r~ ~ ·

(}t.;. , '- d P~

Therefore to 80e what happons to a volume 1n phaso space due to a

foil, wo need morely consider the form or tho tunctlons Ql- or
special lntorost 1s tho enHO of an idenl roll, definod as one which

produceD an onergy 1088 but no scattorillfl_ Ir. furthermore, the

energy lO~8 deponds on the path length throur;h tho toll, but

not on the particle velocity, we may wrIte

.
Q - Ql!:,-t)~ -=

r
Q (l>-e-~/(.)( !:. ,-t) _-_- _

I! - e 1J~ I
whore r 18 the potJ1tlon or tho purticle nnd A Ie the vootor--. ~

potont1ul. By wrltln~ tho thno t explicitly. W6 tnko into acoount
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that the roil need not remain in one position. Note that

Q ( ~ ) -t: ), 1 s negatlve tor a foil. Wi th the above choice or
Q wo obtain

L~ - 2" 'l>r~

Nl ere -p ~ I.t,.- ~ A/c.' 18 the kine tic mom~ntum or the particle.

(4)

'1'he

tactor 2 comes trom the tact that we are considering the problem

in three dimensions. If the effect or the roll on vertical

oscillations is neg1octed, tho fActor 1s unIty. Using Eq. (4),

Eq. (3) becomo8

,AVIv = 2 J.t Q(t. ,tl/"
where the bnr indicatos the spaco averar;e or Q/P.

the only source or momentum increment,

In most Accolerators, the momentum spread or the beeM 18

(6)

whoro the 8ubl~crlpt 1 Ind1cnto9 the 1n1 tJ.nl vAluo and f tho finnl

vnluo. It 1n npparunt from l~q. (1) thnt tho volumo in phnso space

mny bo roducod hy tho \190 of nn Idonl roll, but thnttho Q\'orage

momnntum of tho pnrt1clHo munt bo roducod by an amount comparable

to tho roductJon 1.n ]>hnno tlpnco. '1'0 l\vold this, nn oscillator

dVIv = {2 /9) dP

where dP = Q eli: u tho averago momt\ntum increment ot a particle due

to the toils 1n time dt. Integrating, we obtain, it the foIls are

much smaller than the average momentum P ot tho particlea.

Therefore instead of Eq. (5) we may write
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ean be usod to supply thn ennr~y lost in the roil. Then tho

avero~e momentum P Is kopt constant and, on Inteeratlnc Eq. (6),

where AP 1s the averago total momontum loss In tho foll.

An flctunl 1'011 dlffArn from nn lelonl roil In that tho onorRY

109s of n pnrtlcle duponda on the mUGnitude of tho pArtIcle

momentum. However, In the rolatlvlstlc reglon this dependence

Is small and can be neglected 90 thAt Eqs. (7) and (8) still

approximately bold.

In the non-relativistic region tho enorgy 109s goes

Approxlmotoly nn the 1nvorne nquAro of tho veil ocl ty so thnt the

- 2. AP/p..
e

v+-V·
"

force uecomOB

Putting this expression for Q in Eq. (3) it turns out that

dV/J..t =. o. From Eqs. (7) nnd (8) it 18 apparent that the

reduction of tho volume 1n phoso spaoe depends only on the energy

lotu, in tho foil. Thorororo, n1 though 1'0118 of odd shapes Rnd

thone which change with time may twist a'volume 1n phase space,

they are no more effective in reducing the volume than are uni

form foile wlrtch produce tho Dame average enorgy 108s. In order

to In~ronl1e tho donsity of pnl~tlclo:i In thn haRm by n factor n.

n rnc)uction jn phllnA voJutnn hy 1\ J"nctor n in rnqulrod, whioh rl~m

}':q. (B) 1mpl! 08 n IO!':J of lIIulOoutum to tllu foIl of
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which 1. eomp_rable to P 1tsolt. An actual roll thickness

eutr1el-mt ~o do t.hin would produco mort) thnn enouf':h soattering

to cancel th~ eomproR91on in phaso Bpace obtalnnd above.
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•MIDWESTERN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH .\.SSOCIATION

.1203 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin

LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM FOR A CONTINUOUS MEDIUM

WITH CONSERVATIVE INTERACTIONS··

1l.L. Mills and A. M. Sessler
TIle Ohio State University, Columbus~ Ohio

October '8, 1$58

ABSTRACT

It is shown that for a continuous medium with conservative interactions

the c~nsity in six-dimensional phase space is preserved as one follows the

Ire. lion of the medium.

* .
AEC Researc·h and Development Report. Research supported by the Atomic
Energy Commission, Contract No. AEC AT (11-1) 384.

·*Research supported in part by .the National Science Foundation.
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Ie INTRODUCTION

The study of the motion of particles in an accelerator becomes a many

body problem when the interactions between particles are taken into account.

It is thus important to investigate the possibility of establishing the validity-

or approximate validity- -of gene-ral dynamical theorems applicable to the

n-body problem. Such a powerfuJ theorem is the theorem proved here to be

rigorously valid for continuous media, and asserted to be an extremely good

approximate theorem for particles in an accelerator.

Liouville's theorem is a theorem which asserts that in a 2 f N dimensional

space (f is the number of degrees of freedom of one particle) spanned by the

coordinates and momenta of all particles (called -I space), the density in

phaEe is a constant as one moves along with any phase point. It is thus a

statement about the density of points; each point representing a dynamical

system. The systems constitute an ensemble and of course do not interact.

The theorem proven here refers to a system of many interacting particles,

and asserts that in the Z f-dimensional space spanned by a single system of

coordinates and momenta (called a jJ' space), the density in phase is a constant

as one moves along with any phase point. It is thus a statement about the

behavior of interacting particles, and thus really quite different from Liouville's

theorem.

The validity of the theorem, as well as the limits of its validity, may

readilj" be seen by the following intuitive argument:

Consider first a system of many particles, N. Suppose these particles

are subject to external forces (which may even be time dependent), but there
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are no interactions between the particles. Clearly density in phase in p

space is a constant of the motion as one follows the motion of a phase point.

This follows then immediately from Liouville's Theorem in ?' space, since

with no interactions between particles J4' space for N particles is simply

7 space for a single particle.

Consider now a system of a great many particles N. with interactions

between the particles. Imagine that the solution has been obtained so that we

know the motion of all the particles as a function of time. Concentrate now on

a "small" number of particles n. which initially are localized in~ space.

We will define what "small" means shortly. Let all the other particles move

along the trajectories appropriate to the solution of the N-body problem. If

the i9'}teractions between one of the particles and the n particles can be neglected

compared to the interactions between the N-n particles and one particle, then

th~se particles are subject to "external forces" and by the first case the density

in t space is a constant as one moves along with the sample group of n

particles. This is clearly true for any sample, and hence the theorem is

established.

That is, as long as one has sufficient particles N, that a sample can be

obtained of sufficiently small number of particles n, that the interactions be-

tween these particles and one of their number is negligible compared to the

interactions between one of these particles and the N-n particles, while at

the same time n is sufficiently large that fluctuation phenomena can be

neglected, t.hen the theorem is valid. In the rigorous proof given in the next.
section, the linlit of a continuous medium is taken so that fluctuation phenomena
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do BOt exist. For applicatiORS to particle accelerators where we consider a

Dumber or pvticlees N~1013 this approximation is very valid, corresponding

to neglect of particle-particle collisions which throw a particle out of the
~

accelerator# .ut~ neglecting long range electromagnetic interactions which

are responsible for space-cb.arge limits. plasma oscillations, beam-beam

interactiofts, amd possible two-stream amplification mechanisms.

The practi.cal importance of the theorem can be readily seen by limiting

one's attention to systems which initially h~ve a constant density in a restricted

region of /" space# and no particles outside this region. (This is determined

by the injection mechanism# and is a reasonable approximation to most

situations). In this case, the N-body problem is completely characterized

by tce behF..vior of the boundary surface as a function of time. This surface

s:itisfies a parti2.l differential integral equation of the first order in at most

if independent variables.. so that the N-body problem«f N) differential

equations of the second order) is greatly simplified. In particular, for

problems involving one degree of freedom. the equation for the boundary

curve as a fun-ctiomof time and one coordinate is quite amenable to analysis.

H. FORMAL PROOF

Let A i (i -- 1" --- .. 2f.. ) be parameters labelling the particles of the

medium (2 f dimensional phase space; this is the /'" space».

dn = 0- d~ 1 •.• d ~ Zf =number of p~ticles in 'volume' element d~ •

t:r =constant 'density' with respect to ~ •

Let ~ (Xl = momentum density

= c-A
j. (~) =position of particle X •
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In principle. betatron oscillations could be damped by detecting }

and compensating statistical variations of the average beam position,

caused by the 1"inite number of particles present. It is shown that

aChieying useful dsmping in the ISR would be difficult with present~

available techniques.

1. STOCHASTIC DAMPING

As is well known. Liouville· s theorem predicts that betatron

oscillations cannot be damped by the use of electromagnetic fields

deflecting the particles. However, this theorem is based on statistics

and is only strictly valid either tor an infinite number of particles,

or for a finite number i~ no information is available about the position

in phase plane of the individual particles. Clearly, if each partiCle

could be separately observed and a correction applied to its orbit,

the oscillations -could be suppressed. It is also well known to be

possible to dGmp coherent betatron oscillations (where the beam behaves

like a single particle) by means of pickup-deflector feedback systems.

In the same vay, the statistical fluctuations of the average beam

position, caused by the finite number of particles, can be detected with

pickUp electrodes and a corresponding correction applied. In other

vords, the small fraction of the oscillations that happens to be coherent

at any time due to the statistical fluctuations, can be damped.

Arter the beam vould have passed through such a damping system

(for vhich the nc.:ne "stochastic damping" could perhaps be used), it vould

no longer present any coherent oscillations, and further damping would

seem to be impossible. However, there are tvo effects that reintroduce

randomness, and therefore some coherency:
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